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Cardboard gift boxes with lids

In the educational lower part I show you how to make a rigid hanger out of a box of corrugated cardboard. I used a box of Zalando instead of normal corrugated board because it is part of my idea to turn Zalando boxes (or generally boxes of clothing e-tails) into a hanger. In this way, the carton can be used as a hanger
instead of being thrown away. The second life of the box is useful and cool for customers, friendly towards Mother Nature and positive for e-tailers, as the surprise factor and thus the general appreciation of the shop by the customer increases. Download the pdf 'instructable hanger' and get started! Instructable
hanger.pdfRequired materialsofclassical glue (Pattex) a roll PLA (for 3D printing purposes) a large box of corrugated board (e.B. a Zalando-Box)Required toolA bar clamps a drill (e.B. an Ultimaker) a 3D printer a utility knife a pair of scissor grinding paper (soft and hard)m2First once, start the 3D printing of the Stl file
'Main Body' and 'Plugger' twice. Both files must be 3D printed twice because the body is split in half. If it were not divided into two halves, it would be impossible to print the entire part 3D. You also need two pluggers. After 3D printing, follow these steps (the image above shows the steps in detail). Take a utility meter and
cut out the unwanted edges. After completing step 1, you must disconnect the unwanted edges from the main body and the plugger. These edges can be thrown away. Continue with the main chassis and plugger. Use sanding paper (hard - grain 60-80) to deburr the main body parts (2 parts). Repeat step 3 with soft
sanding paper for final touch (soft - grain 200-400). Figure 5 shows the body parts before and after deburring. Use a utility meter to cut out unwanted edges. Also cut out the connection between the 4 pins, as the pins need to move to each other (it's a snapfit, so it must be flexible). Use sanding paper (hard - grain 60-80)
to deburr the plug parts (2 parts). Make sure the pluggers fit into the main body after this step! Glue the I-shaped side of the main body part as shown in Figure 8. Repeat for both main body parts. Use the classic Pattex glue! Do not hold both parts together, but set a timer for 15 minutes. During this time, you can start with
steps 14 and 15. Press both sides together with a rod clamp. Take a universal drill (size 6) and drill the holes out. We do this to deburr the holes. When the previous steps are complete, your how the picture looks like. Additional image of the connector. Print the shape of the hanger on a paper in A3 format (pdf
'instructable hanger' page 3). Do not scale, but cut out with scissors and cut the mould out of the box with scissors. Repeat for the opposite side of the box. Now you have two hangers. Take the two hooks and press them into the main body part. Push the two bodies body of the hanger together on the opposite side. Use
a drill to drill holes in the cardboard. Push the pluggers into the holes. Now you are ready! Place the hanger in the cupboard. The hanger is ready for use. main-body.stlpluggers.stl Christmas with HGTV everyone is happy! Christmas with HGTV Three Ideas! Christmas with HGTV Don't throw anything away! Christmas
made easy with HGTV. Christmas with HGTV You don't have to buy a new one! Christmas with HGTV Super Upcycling! Christmas with HGTV Fast and uncomplicated Christmas with HGTV Mt lots of glitter &amp; for the little purse! Christmas with HGTV Ideas &amp; Inspiration Christmas with HGTV For Every
Apartment! Christmas with HGTV With lots of treats and toys! DIY Have fun for your four-legged friend. Autumn on HGTV Also as a gift a beautiful idea DIY The perfect gift DIY Perfect for the cold season autumn on HGTV Sweet Autumn Decoration! Autumn on HGTV Super spicy! Autumn on HGTV That will be pretty!
Autumn on HGTV Sweet Autumn Decoration Autumn on HGTV Preparation for the Winter Autumn on HGTV For a cozy atmosphere autumn on HGTV At every Halloween party of the hit! Autumn on HGTV Superlecker! Autumn on HGTV tips for your autumn decoration. Autumn on HGTV Made of wool felt! Autumn on
HGTV In beautiful autumn colors autumn on HGTV Joana Gaines style! Autumn on HGTV Creative Autumn Autumn on HGTV Beautiful Flowers in Autumn on HGTV Perfect Autumn DIY Hacks &amp; Tips 7 Tips To Order Your Life Gardening We'll Give You Tips. DIY Super Ecological and Different. DIY For the summer
feeling at home DIY Natural flair for your four rooms. Food Let yourself be inspired. A beautiful looking wooden box with lid that can be used to store a gift. The dimensions of the box are 9 cm x 9 cm x 9 cm.4 mm x 600 mm x 300 mm birch multiplex adhesive (wood glue or CA adhesive) or an electric grinding laser cutter
(I have a Trotec Speedy 100R)Mystery storage box with lid.svgAll parts removed from the laser cutter. The square plate in the upper left corner will form the upper part of the lid and the square below will be glued to that upper part. You will notice that this second smaller square is surrounded by a frame that can act as a
jig when the upper and lower part of the lid is glued together. The square plate in the lower left corner is an optional part that is glued to the bottom of the box (inside) to add extra strength. All birch multiplex parts are sanded with sandpaper or an electric grinder to remove any soot deposits during laser cutting. Sanden
also makes the birch multiplex silky smooth. Wood glue or CA glue is used to glue all parts together. Normally, I use rubber bands to keep the box parts in place and wait for the Wood glue completely dried. The lid, which consists of the upper and lower parts, has been glued together with the frame to keep both parts in
their exact position. You can see that the frame is in place during clamping and has been corrected after the image has been taken. The finished mystery box with lid. Unfortunately, I used a little too much glue that wasn't removed properly before drying. Valentine's Day is a special occasion and everyone likes to share a
unique gift with their loved one. This Rubik's Cube gift can be given on Valentine's Day or Birthday. It is an ideal and unique gift. It's not just a cube, but it may also have some messages and photos embedded in it to make the day special. This is a beautiful craft where you can view your photos and personalized
messages as well. Empty Cardboard Container Lineal Cutter Scissors Pen Packing Tape Colors Brush Adhesive CardboardTake an empty cardboard box and draw the markings on it. Cut along these markers to get small pieces of boxes. Now take a piece of cardboard and draw the markings on it. Cut along these
markers. Take the square pieces and draw small squares in them similar to the base of the cutout boxes. Cut out the corner squares of the pieces of cardboard. Run the cutter on the cutout designs for easy folding. Do not cut. Now add these pieces to the boxes. Use different colors to paint the boxes. Use a cello tape to
insert the fields. Repeat the same process with the other boxes. Now take all the boxes and insert them to form the cube. You need to check once if it is foldable from all pointsTake the message printed on a white sheet and paste it on the cube. Now cut the message into four parts according to the top surface of the
cube. Now add some photos for Valentine's Day and write some personalized messages on them. Cut it according to the size of the cube. Impressive!! Your amazing Magic Cube Box is now ready. This is really a unique gift and has a personalized touch. Try to make this craft and give it away to your lover to make your
day truly special. Hope you enjoyed making this craft. Please do not forget to share your feedback and experiences in the comments section below. Happy Crafting! Wood or cardboard acrylic color foam brush scissors wide ribbon or scrap fabric hot glue pistol wood or cardboard sanots acrylic color foam brush brush
scissors wide band or scrap fabric hot glue pistol When it comes to holiday décor, spend a pretty penny is not necessary. After all, there's a good chance that you're already dropping big dollars on gifts, airline tickets and festive clothes. Keep home décor off the list by adding your own holiday heartpieces and
decorations. It's about the Use of simple techniques and basic services. Looking for inspiration? Start with these DIY wood gift boxes. They require nothing but a wood or cardboard, acrylic paint and a ribbon. Careful placement of the ribbon creates the appearance of a gift, resulting in a cheerful piece that will surely
brighten every house. A selection of these boxes will look particularly charming under the tree, on the porch or on the coat. Smaller versions can even be doubled as centerpieces on the dining table. Thanks to the simplicity of these there is plenty of room for adaptation. Each box can be further enhanced with
embellishments and painted patterns. You can even stick photos of family members on the surface. Add paper name tags to mimic real gifts. Various ornaments can also be tied to the ribbon, while additional island can decorate the top. The possibilities are really endless! Step 1 - Collect the materialsBefore starting this
project, collect the required supplies. You can use any wood or cardboard for this project; the size and thickness is yours. They do not have to be uniform. Instead, mix it to create the illusion of randomly removed gifts under the tree. Many craft shops sell simple wooden boxes and rectangles that are sanded and ready
for use. You can even use old cartons from the savings shop or recycled cartons. This idea is especially useful for larger rooms and spaces—but make sure you have enough tape to wrap the item you choose. A wide band of sturdy material works best. But fabric residues cut into wide strips also work just as well. Step 2
- Paint the wooden boxWith the foam brush, apply a uniform layer of acrylic paint. You may need to wait a few minutes between shifts before applying another layer. As always, protect your desktop with newspaper or old magazines. Spray paint can also be used instead of acrylic. Step 3 - Wrap and glue the RibbonWrap
completely around the box and trim the excess. The ends should overlap. Hot bonding of the tape in place to ensure that it does not slip. Step 4 - Repeat in the opposite directionAdd another strand of the tape by wrapping it around the box and applying glue. The two stripes of the tape should be perpende to each other,
forming a right angle in the middle. Step 5 - Cut two strands of RibbonNow, it's time to make the bow. Cut two strips of ribbon with a size of 13 or 6 inches. You may need to adjust these measurements based on the size and thickness of your box. As a reference, the wooden box used in this project is about the size of a
piece of paper and measured 3 inches thick. Step 6 - Glue the base of the bowTake the longer strip of the tape and fold the ends inwards, meeting in the middle. Hot glue in place. Step 7 - Position the RibbonHot glue to the shorter stripe in the middle, creating a plus sign. Step 8 - Glue the center of the BowFold both
ends under and glue. This will create the illusion of a bound arc. Emphasize the shape of the by crushing the center. Add points of hot glue to help the bow keeps its place. Step 9 - Attach the bow to the top of the gift box with hot glue. Step 10 - Make more giftsRepeat steps 1-10 with boxes of different sizes. Turn off the
colors and fabric to create a selection of gifts. Keep in mind that you can easily add designs and patterns by painting the box or using different bands. Tapes. Tapes.
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